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Fruit A Novel About A Boy And His Nipples
Ever been tempted...? While Mia Curry's university students cram into her class on sexuality,
Mia has always kept her own private fantasies carefully under wraps - until now... Jagger James
is everything Mia wants and everything that is taboo- he's young, gorgeous - and a student. But
how can Mia resist? From the bestselling author ofThe Dark Gardencomes an irresistibly
romantic tale of forbidden attraction.
From its early beginnings in Southeast Asia, to the machinations of the United Fruit Company in
Costa Rica and Central America, the banana's history and its fate as a victim of fungus are
explored.
In this frightening novel about the future, a series of catastrophic events not only cripples the
world’s economy, but also ushers in the return of slavery. Traci and Bill Bianco were living the
all-American dream, until the world as they knew it came crashing down. Years after a black
man is elected President of the United States and the Empire State building is toppled by an
explosion, the nation is in a state of upheaval. But it’s Hurricane Molly in 2018 and The Stock
Market Crash of 2020 that seals the country’s fate. Once the economy takes a nosedive,
ordinary Americans must resort to the barter system to get by. Food and shelter are exchanged
for labor and initially it seems as though it may work, until the unscrupulous begin to take power
and laws are changed. Though Traci and Bill actually fare better than most, economically, they
are confronted with a new risk—interracial marriage is once again deemed unlawful and anyone
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caught is subject to arrest. Soon Traci and their four-year-old daughter are on the run. Strange
Fruit offers a post-cataclysmic world when desperation reigns supreme and people resort to the
cruelties of the past to take control.
The New York Times–bestselling author’s Whitbread Prize–winning debut—“Winterson has
mastered both comedy and tragedy in this rich little novel” (The Washington Post Book World).
When it first appeared, Jeanette Winterson’s extraordinary debut novel received unanimous
international praise, including the prestigious Whitbread Prize for best first fiction. Winterson
went on to fulfill that promise, producing some of the most dazzling fiction and nonfiction of the
past decade, including her celebrated memoir Why Be Happy When You Can Be Normal?. Now
required reading in contemporary literature, Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit is a funny, poignant
exploration of a young girl’s adolescence. Jeanette is a bright and rebellious orphan who is
adopted into an evangelical household in the dour, industrial North of England and finds herself
embroidering grim religious mottoes and shaking her little tambourine for Jesus. But as this
budding missionary comes of age, and comes to terms with her unorthodox sexuality, the
peculiar balance of her God-fearing household dissolves. Jeanette’s insistence on listening to
truths of her own heart and mind—and on reporting them with wit and passion—makes for an
unforgettable chronicle of an eccentric, moving passage into adulthood. “If Flannery O’Connor
and Rita Mae Brown had collaborated on the coming-out story of a young British girl in the
1960s, maybe they would have approached the quirky and subtle hilarity of Jeanette
Winterson’s autobiographical first novel. . . . Winterson’s voice, with its idiosyncratic wit and
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sensitivity, is one you’ve never heard before.” —Ms. Magazine
The Story of Shira of Ashkenaz
In Search of America’s Forgotten Fruit
Georgia Peaches and Other Forbidden Fruit
Forbidden Fruit
Where the Fruit Falls
Thirteen-year-old Peter Paddington is overweight, the subject of his classmates' ridicule, and the
victim of too many bad movie-of-the-week storylines. When his nipples begin speaking to him one
day and inform him of their diabolical plan to expose his secret desires, Peter finds himself
cornered in a world that seems to have no tolerance for difference. Peter's only solace is "The
Bedtime Movies" - perfect-world fantasies that lull him to sleep every night. But when the lines
between Peter's fantasies and his reality begin to blur, his hilarious adventures in overeating,
family dysfunction, and the terrifying world of sexual awakening really begin.
A room, a fantastical talent, and the gift of becoming oneself... Leon's past is a labyrinth of truths,
half-truths and untruths - not one story but many different stories at once, which Leon has been
trying to put behind him. But ghost-writer Anna Tor knows much more about his history than he
does, and when Leon reluctantly agrees to meet her, as they begin to trace together the two
converging courses of their separate lives since their birth on the same September morning in
1973, the devastating secrets of the past are revealed one by one to bind them ever closer
together.
Overweight and the object of his classmates' ridicule, thirteen-year-old Peter Paddington finds his
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life going from bad to worse as his nipples begin speaking to him, threatening to expose his
secret dreams and desires, and his only solace is his perfect-world fantasies, until the lines
between fantasy and reality begin to blur. A first novel.
In this funny and hugely heartfelt novel from the Newbery Honor-winning author of Too Bright to
See, a sixth-grader's life is turned upside down when she learns her dad is trans Annabelle Blake
fully expects this school year to be the same as every other: same teachers, same classmates,
same, same, same. So she’s elated to discover there’s a new kid in town. To Annabelle, Bailey is
a breath of fresh air. She loves hearing about their life in Seattle, meeting their loquacious (and
kinda corny) parents, and hanging out at their massive house. And it doesn’t hurt that Bailey has
a cute smile, nice hands (how can someone even have nice hands?) and smells really good.
Suddenly sixth grade is anything but the same. And when her irascible father shares that he and
Bailey have something big--and surprising--in common, Annabelle begins to see herself, and her
family, in a whole new light. At the same time she starts to realize that her community, which she
always thought of as home, might not be as welcoming as she had thought. Together Annabelle,
Bailey, and their families discover how these categories that seem to mean so much—boy, girl,
gay, straight, fruit, vegetable—aren’t so clear-cut after all.
Cactus Fruit
A Novel
A Novel about a Boy and His Nipples
The Fruit of Stone
A Classic Victorian Erotic Novel

Joyce Sparks has lived the whole of her 86 years in the small community of
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Balsden, Ontario. As a girl, Joyce allowed herself to imagine a future of
adventure in the arms of her friend Freddy Pender, whose chin bore a Kirk
Douglas cleft and who danced the cha-cha divinely. Though troubled by the
whispered assertions of her sister and friends that he wasn't 'normal,' Joyce
adored Freddy for all that was un-Balsden in his flamboyant ways. When Freddy
led the homecoming parade down the main street, his expertly twirled baton and
outrageous white suit gleaming in the sun, Joyce fell head over heels in
unrequited love. Years later, Joyce married Charlie, who was nothing like Freddy,
and bore a son who very much reminded her of Freddy. Tragic news of her
childhood love arrived and Joyce was forced to face how far she should to go to
protect the fate and life of her son and the implications her decision had. Today,
as her life ebbs away in the bed at Chestnut Park Nursing Home, Joyce ponders
the terrible choices she made as a mother and wife and doubts that she can be
forgiven, or that she deserves to be. When a young nursing home volunteer
named Timothy appears, so much like her long lost son, Joyce wonders if there
be some grace in her life after all. Voiced by an unforgettable and heartbreakingly
flawed narrator, Natural Order is a masterpiece of empathy, a wry and tender
depiction of the end-of-life remembrances and reconciliations that one might
undertake when there is nothing more to lose, and no time to waste.
From Andrea Levy, author of Small Island and winner of the Whitbread Book of
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the Year and the Best of the Best Orange Prize, comes a story of one woman and
two islands. Faith Jackson knows little about her parents' lives before they
moved to England. Happy to be starting her first job in the costume department
at BBC television, and to be sharing a house with friends, Faith is full of hope
and expectation. But when her parents announce that they are moving "home" to
Jamaica, Faith's fragile sense of her identity is threatened. Angry and perplexed
as to why her parents would move to a country they so rarely mention, Faith
becomes increasingly aware of the covert and public racism of her daily life, at
home and at work. At her parents' suggestion, in the hope it will help her to
understand where she comes from, Faith goes to Jamaica for the first time. There
she meets her Aunt Coral, whose storytelling provides Faith with ancestors,
whose lives reach from Cuba and Panama to Harlem and Scotland. Branch by
branch, story by story, Faith scales the family tree, and discovers her own
vibrant heritage, which is far richer and wilder than she could have imagined.
Fruit of the Lemon spans countries and centuries, exploring questions of race
and identity with humor and a freshness, and confirms Andrea Levy as one of
our most exciting contemporary novelists.
Xiaohan, the youngest daughter, shares her family's unconventional life and
exposes the depth of what it means to live in contemporary China today. Through
sketches dedicated to each person in the Li clan, she shows how those close to
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her are forced to find new ways to survive, like wild fruit falling from a tree.
A female lawyer must prove a war hero’s innocence. Navy SEALs hijack a
Russian warship to stop a North Korean missile crisis.
The Fate of the Fruit that Changed the World
The Fruit of Her Hands
Natural Order
or, One-Way Journey into the Interior: A Novel
Bowl of Fruit (1907)
Sometimes things just happen. Little things that appear incidental but
go on to have life changing consequences; good and bad. The Fruit Bowl
draws on this theme. Break-time at St. Edmunds School in the 1970's;
two boys lives are about to be changed forever. Tom Harper is a twelve
year old being picked on by a bully. An everyday scenario played out
at every break-time. Paddy Porter is an older boy and sensing the
mismatch, he intervenes and settles the dispute. Just a compulsion to
act and in doing so, Tom and Paddy's futures become fused. An
innocuous incident between two strangers but one that will reconnect
them some thirty years later and set in motion a chain of events that
completes and saves each of their lives. The Fruit Bowl is a life
affirming story. A rare novel that evokes tears of laughter and
sadness. A story that celebrates the human spirit and values love and
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kinship above all else. Holland has made his living observing human
nature. He makes people laugh by reflecting people's lives in his own
and he draws on this experience to tell this heart rending story. It
has evolved over considerable time. Based on a series of real events
in his own life, it is not a story that could be written quickly. A
beautiful tale of love and loss. Holland shines a brilliant light on
human nature and what it is that sustains us. Our vulnerability and
our need for other people and their love to complete as human beings.
Crimes from the past erupt into the present, splintering Silas Ali's
fragile peace of mind, in the tale of a brittle South African family
on the crossroads of history. Reader's Guide available. Original.
25,000 first printing.
An ancient ocean roars under the red dirt. Hush. Be still for just a
moment. Hear its thunder-ing waves crashing on unseen shores. Spanning
four generations, with a focus on the 1960s and 70s, an era of rapid
social change and burgeoning Aboriginal rights, Where the Fruit Falls
is a re-imagining of the epic Australian novel. Brigid Devlin, a young
Aboriginal woman, and her twin daughters navigate a troubled nation of
First Peoples, settlers and refugees — all determined to shape a
future on stolen land. Leaving the sanctuary of her family's apple
orchard, Brigid sets off with no destination and a willy wagtail for
company. As she moves through an everchanging landscape, Brigid
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unravels family secrets to recover what she'd lost — by facing the
past, she finally accepts herself. Her twin daughters continue her
journey with their own search for self-acceptance, truth and justice.
'In poetic and evocative storytelling, this writing celebrates the
agency of Indigenous women to traverse ever-present landscapes of
colonisation and intergenerational trauma. Country has an omniscient
presence in their story lines, guiding the women across vivid desert
and coastal landscapes. Where the Fruit Falls recognises both the open
wounds of living histo-ries of colonisation and the healing power of
belonging to Country.' — 2020 Dorothy Hewett Award judges 'This
evocative family saga celebrates the strength and resilience of First
Nation women, while touching on deeply traumatic aspects of Australian
history. Threads of magic realism shimmer throughout the story,
offering a deeper understanding of reality and challenging the reader
to imagine a kinder, more just, more humane world.' — Sally Morgan
The largest edible fruit native to the United States tastes like a
cross between a banana and a mango. It grows wild in twenty-six
states, gracing Eastern forests each fall with sweet-smelling,
tropical-flavored abundance. Historically, it fed and sustained Native
Americans and European explorers, presidents, and enslaved African
Americans, inspiring folk songs, poetry, and scores of place names
from Georgia to Illinois. Its trees are an organic grower’s dream,
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requiring no pesticides or herbicides to thrive, and containing
compounds that are among the most potent anticancer agents yet
discovered. So why have so few people heard of the pawpaw, much less
tasted one? In Pawpaw—a 2016 James Beard Foundation Award nominee in
the Writing & Literature category—author Andrew Moore explores the
past, present, and future of this unique fruit, traveling from the
Ozarks to Monticello; canoeing the lower Mississippi in search of wild
fruit; drinking pawpaw beer in Durham, North Carolina; tracking down
lost cultivars in Appalachian hollers; and helping out during harvest
season in a Maryland orchard. Along the way, he gathers pawpaw lore
and knowledge not only from the plant breeders and horticulturists
working to bring pawpaws into the mainstream (including Neal Peterson,
known in pawpaw circles as the fruit’s own “Johnny Pawpawseed”), but
also regular folks who remember eating them in the woods as kids, but
haven’t had one in over fifty years. As much as Pawpaw is a compendium
of pawpaw knowledge, it also plumbs deeper questions about American
foodways—how economic, biologic, and cultural forces combine, leading
us to eat what we eat, and sometimes to ignore the incredible,
delicious food growing all around us. If you haven’t yet eaten a
pawpaw, this book won’t let you rest until you do.
Island Fruit Remedy
Fruit Bowl
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Fruit Juices
Fruit of the Drunken Tree
Strange Fruit
"A sweet, sexy, honest teen romance that just happens to involve two girls—all the more
charming for being so very ordinary.”—Kirkus A Kirkus Best Book of the Year! A Chicago
Public Library Best Book of the Year! A Bustle Best Young Adult Book of the Year! 3 starred
reviews! Joanna meets the perfect girl for her and must decide whether to break a promise
that could change everything for her and her family or lose out on love in this charming
young adult romance that’s perfect for fans of Julie Murphy’s Dumplin’ and Becky
Albertalli’s Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda. Joanna Gordon has been out and proud
for years, but when her popular radio evangelist father remarries and decides to move all
three of them from Atlanta to the more conservative Rome, Georgia, he asks Jo to do the
impossible: to lie low for the rest of her senior year. And Jo reluctantly agrees. Although it
is (mostly) much easier for Jo to fit in as a straight girl, things get complicated when she
meets Mary Carlson, the oh-so-tempting sister of her new friend at school. But Jo couldn’t
possibly think of breaking her promise to her dad. Even if she’s starting to fall for the girl.
Even if there’s a chance Mary Carlson might be interested in her, too. Right?
From Monique Truong, winner of the John Dos Passos Prize for Literature, comes “a
sublime, many-voiced novel of voyage and reinvention” (Anthony Marra) "[Truong]
imagines the extraordinary lives of three women who loved an extraordinary man [and]
creates distinct, engaging voices for these women" (Kirkus Reviews) A Greek woman tells
of how she willed herself out of her father's cloistered house, married an Irish officer in the
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British Army, and came to Ireland with her two-year-old son in 1852, only to be forced to
leave without him soon after. An African American woman, born into slavery on a Kentucky
plantation, makes her way to Cincinnati after the Civil War to work as a boarding house
cook, where in 1872 she meets and marries an up-and-coming newspaper reporter. In
Matsue, Japan, in 1891, a former samurai's daughter is introduced to a newly arrived
English teacher, and becomes the mother of his four children and his unsung literary
collaborator. The lives of writers can often best be understood through the eyes of those
who nurtured them and made their work possible. In The Sweetest Fruits, these three
women tell the story of their time with Lafcadio Hearn, a globetrotting writer best known
for his books about Meiji-era Japan. In their own unorthodox ways, these women are also
intrepid travelers and explorers. Their accounts witness Hearn's remarkable life but also
seek to witness their own existence and luminous will to live unbounded by gender, race,
and the mores of their time. Each is a gifted storyteller with her own precise reason for
sharing her story, and together their voices offer a revealing, often contradictory portrait
of Hearn. With brilliant sensitivity and an unstinting eye, Truong illuminates the women's
tenacity and their struggles in a novel that circumnavigates the globe in the search for
love, family, home, and belonging.
"A compelling debut that fizzes with tension from start to finish, blending the subtle
erudition of literary fiction with the drama and suspense of the very best thrillers.
Masterful in its evocation of the complexity of mother-daughter relationships, this is a
darkly fascinating, tightly plotted narrative from a writer to watch." —Harper’s Bazaar
(UK) Just graduated from high school and waiting to start college at Oxford, Lily lives
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under the scrutiny of her volatile Singaporean mother, May, and is unable to find kinship
with her elusive British father, Charlie. When May suspects that Charlie is having an affair,
there’s only one thing that calms May down: a glass of perfectly spoiled orange juice
served by Lily, who must always taste it first to make sure it's just right. As her mother
becomes increasingly unhinged, Lily starts to have flashbacks that she knows aren’t her
own. Over a sweltering London summer, all semblance of civility and propriety is lost, as
Lily begins to unravel the harrowing history that has always cast a shadow on her mother.
The horrifying secrets she uncovers will shake her family to its core, culminating in a
shattering revelation that will finally set Lily free. Beautiful and shocking, Bad Fruit is as
compulsive as it is thought-provoking, as nuanced as it is explosive. A masterful exploration
of mothers and daughters, inherited trauma and the race to break its devastating cycle,
Bad Fruit will leave readers breathlessly questioning their own notions of femininity, race
and redemption.
This novel provides insight into the intricacies of a changing South Africa at the end of the
1990s. Silas Ali, a former political activist, now a middle-aged civil servant working on the
final Truth and Reconciliation Commission report, is shopping in the Killarney Mall in
Johannesburg when he bumps into a ghost from his past--Lieutenant Franois du Boise, a
retired security policeman. This chance encounter brings back a memory that Silas and his
wife Lydia have been avoiding for 20 years. The past erupts into the present, cracking off
the shell of normalcy that encloses their family life. This story of Silas, Lydia, and their son
Mikey, a university student with a curious mind and a calculating will, provides an
understanding of the politics of race, the brittle surface of urban life in postapartheid
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South Africa, and the deeper, more disturbing historical currents that run beneath it.
The Silk Road Origins of the Foods We Eat
The Fruit Thief
Counting to Bananas
Stone Fruit
Pawpaw
Fiction. African and African American Studies. Winner of the Jomo Kenyatta Prize for
Literature. Desperate to make ends meet, Ombima commits a "harmless" crime. When he tries to
conceal his misdeed, the simple farm laborer becomes a reluctant participant in a sinister affair. If
discovered, the consequences could be disastrous for Ombima's family, friends, and a spate of
unwitting, gossipy villagers. A delicious tale of greed, lust, and betrayal, Stanley Gazemba's
FORBIDDEN FRUIT is more than a dramatic tale of rural life in western Kenya. The moral slips
and desperate cover-ups--sometimes sad, sometimes farcical--are the stories of time and place
beyond the village of Maragoli. "Once in a while I come across a novel that affirms life, without
cheapening it, or sensationalizing, a book that presents a human condition with such mastery it
makes one proud to be alive.they are, for me, the sort of books that make literature
great."--Binyavanga Wainaina "What makes [FORBIDDEN FRUIT] so special is that it has no
pretensions about attempting to address issues of modernity, of city life, of 'clash of cultures, ' of
the rural-urban divide...the issues it deals with are as immediate, even if they are beyond the gaze,
beyond the limits of the urbanity that attracts most writers."--African Review of Books
Mark Spragg’s first novel is the story of the lifelong friendship between two Wyoming ranchers,
McEban and Bennett, and their love for the same woman—Gretchen Simpson, Bennett’s wife.
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When she leaves them both for a new life, the two men follow her on a journey across the
American West, testing the limits of their friendship and love.
A major new novel from the Nobel laureate Peter Handke—one of his most inventive and
dazzlingly original works On a summer day under a blue sky a man is stung on his foot by a bee.
“The sting signaled that the time had come to set out, to hit the road. Off with you. The hour of
departure has arrived.” The man boards a train to Paris, crosses the city by Métro, then boards
another, disembarking in a small town on the plains to the north. He is searching for a young
woman he calls the Fruit Thief, who, like him, has set off on a journey to the Vexin plateau. What
follows is a vivid but dreamlike exploration of topography both physical and affective, charting the
Fruit Thief’s perambulations across France’s internal borderlands: alongside rivers and through
ravines, beside highways and to a bolt-hole under the stairs of an empty hotel. Chance
encounters—with a man scrambling through the underbrush in search of his lost cat, and with a
delivery boy who abandons his scooter to become a fellow traveler for a day—are like so many
throws of the dice, each exposing new facets of this mysterious individual in the manner of a cubist
portrait. In prose of unrivaled precision, lucidly rendered into English by Krishna Winston, The
Fruit Thief elevates the terrain of everyday life to epic status, and situates the microgeography of
an individual at the center of a book like few others. This is one of Nobel laureate Peter Handke’s
most significant and original achievements.
Jane Grigson?s Fruit Book includes a wealth of recipes, plain and fancy, ranging from apple
strudel to watermelon sherbet. Jane Grigson is at her literate and entertaining best in this
fascinating compendium of recipes for forty-six different fruits. Some, like pears, will probably
seem homely and familiar until you've tried them ¾ la chinoise. Others, such as the carambola,
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described by the author as looking ?like a small banana gone mad,? will no doubt be happy
discoveries. ø You will find new ways to use all manner of fruits, alone or in combination with
other foods, including meats, fish, and fowl, in all phases of cooking from appetizers to desserts.
And, as always, in her brief introductions Grigson will both educate and amuse you with her pithy
comments on the histories and varieties of all the included fruits. ø All ingredients are given in
American as well as metric measures, and this edition includes an extensive glossary, compiled by
Judith Hill, which not only translates unfamiliar terminology but also suggests American
equivalents for British and Continental varieties where appropriate.
Bitter Fruit
Turkish Delight
A Book of Poems
Fruit from the Sands
The Sweetest Fruits
Based on the life of the author s thirteenth-century ancestor, Meir ben Baruch of
Rothenberg, a renowed Jewish scholar of medieval Europe, this is the richly dramatic fictional
story of Rabbi Meir s wife, Shira, a devout but rebellious woman who preserves her religious
traditions as she and her family witness the rise of anti-Semitism in Europe. Raised by her
widowed rabbi father and a Christian nursemaid in Normandy, Shira is a free-spirited,
inquisitive girl whose love of learning shocks the community. When Shira s father is
arrested by the local baron intent on enforcing the Catholic Church s strictures against
heresy, Shira fights for his release and encounters two men who will influence her life
profoundly̶an inspiring Catholic priest and Meir ben Baruch, a brilliant scholar. In Meir,
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Shira finds her soulmate. Married to Meir in Paris, Shira blossoms as a wife and mother,
savoring the intellectual and social challenges that come with being the wife of a prominent
scholar. After witnessing the burning of every copy of the Talmud in Paris, Shira and her
family seek refuge in Germany. Yet even there they experience bloody pogroms and
intensifying anti-Semitism. With no safe place for Jews in Europe, they set out for Israel only
to see Meir captured and imprisoned by Rudolph I of Hapsburg. As Shira weathers heartbreak
and works to find a middle ground between two warring religions, she shows her children and
grandchildren how to embrace the joys of life, both secular and religious. Vividly bringing to
life a period rarely covered in historical fiction, this multi-generational novel will appeal to
readers who enjoy Maggie Anton s Rashi s Daughters, Brenda Rickman Vantrease s The
Illuminator, and Geraldine Brooks s People of the Book.
One of the most dazzling and devastating novels I ve read in a long time...Readers of Fruit
of the Drunken Tree will surely be transformed. --San Francisco Chronicle Simultaneously
propulsive and poetic, reminiscent of Isabel Allende...Listen to this new author s voice ̶ she
has something powerful to say. --Entertainment Weekly A mesmerizing debut set in
Colombia at the height Pablo Escobar's violent reign about a sheltered young girl and a
teenage maid who strike an unlikely friendship that threatens to undo them both Seven-yearold Chula and her older sister Cassandra enjoy carefree lives thanks to their gated community
in Bogotá, but the threat of kidnappings, car bombs, and assassinations hover just outside the
neighborhood walls, where the godlike drug lord Pablo Escobar continues to elude authorities
and capture the attention of the nation. When their mother hires Petrona, a live-in-maid from
the city's guerrilla-occupied slum, Chula makes it her mission to understand Petrona's
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mysterious ways. But Petrona's unusual behavior belies more than shyness. She is a young
woman crumbling under the burden of providing for her family as the rip tide of first love
pulls her in the opposite direction. As both girls' families scramble to maintain stability amidst
the rapidly escalating conflict, Petrona and Chula find themselves entangled in a web of
secrecy that will force them both to choose between sacrifice and betrayal. Inspired by the
author's own life, and told through the alternating perspectives of the willful Chula and the
achingly hopeful Petrona, Fruit of the Drunken Tree contrasts two very different, but
inextricably linked coming-of-age stories. In lush prose, Rojas Contreras has written a
powerful testament to the impossible choices women are often forced to make in the face of
violence and the unexpected connections that can blossom out of desperation.
Originally published in 1907, The Fruit of the Tree is a conventionally structured novel
hinging upon a love triangle with the principle male character, John Amherst providing the
hinge between two different female leads, Bessy Langhope, a mill owner, and Justine Brent, a
nurse. Wharton's treatment of the triangle is less conventional, certainly without the kind of
emotional competition that might have been used, but then in many respects it only serves as
a framework upon which she decided to hang the issues on which the novel is built. The first
of these issues is the nature of the new economy as Wharton saw, and within that the
relationship between capital, in the form of the mill, and labour. The effects of this
relationship are examined through the experiences of Justine Brent and analysed to an extent
by John Amhurst. The other issue is that of euthanasia, though to explain the relevance of
that issue would provide an important plot spoiler.
The original version of this classic and scandalous work of Victorian erotica, originally
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published in London in 1898. Includes Forbidden fruit - a luscious and exciting story and
More forbidden fruit or Master Percy's progress in and beyond the domestic circle. Very
much the "50 Shades of Grey" of its era, Forbidden Fruit probes beneath the respectable
surface of Victorian society to reveal a seamy underside rarely seen in the literature of its day.
More than a century after its publication, Forbidden Fruit continues to attract controversy
and excitement in equal measure.
Fruit of the Poisonous Tree
Bad Fruit
Banana
Jane Grigson's Fruit Book
Different Kinds of Fruit

Prelude and aftermath of a lynching in Georgia, depicting the South's
unsolved racial problem.
Bron and Ray are a queer couple who enjoy their role as the fun
weirdo aunties to Ray’s niece, six-year-old Nessie. Their playdates are
little oases of wildness, joy, and ease in all three of their lives, which
ping-pong between familial tensions and deep-seeded personal
stumbling blocks. As their emotional intimacy erodes, Ray and Bron
isolate from each other and attempt to repair their broken family ties
― Ray with her overworked, resentful single-mother sister and Bron
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with her religious teenage sister who doesn’t fully grasp the
complexities of gender identity. Taking a leap of faith, each opens up
and learns they have more in common with their siblings than they
ever knew. At turns joyful and heartbreaking, Stone Fruit reveals
through intimately naturalistic dialog and blue-hued watercolor how
painful it can be to truly become vulnerable to your loved ones ― and
how fulfilling it is to be finally understood for who you are. Lee Lai is
one of the most exciting new voices to break into the comics medium
and she has created one of the truly sophisticated graphic novel
debuts in recent memory.
Who belongs in the fruit bowl? Apples, check. Blueberries, check.
Tomato, che-- Wait, what?! Tomato wants to join the other fruits, but
does he belong? The perfect mix of botany and a bunch of bananas!
All the fruit are in the bowl. There's Apple and Orange. Strawberry
and Peach. Plum and Pear. And, of course, Tomato. Now wait just a
minute! Tomatoes aren't fruit! Or are they? Using sly science (and
some wisdom from a wise old raisin), Tomato proves all the fruit
wrong and shows that he belongs in the bowl just as much as the next
blueberry! And he's bringing some unexpected friends too! "A fun,
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brain-teasing food literacy lesson that's a cornucopia of produce and
wordplay."--Publishers Weekly, starred review "An a-peel-ing
addition."--School Library Journal
The story of a tempestuous love affair—and the basis for Paul
Verhoeven's Oscar-nominated film—Wolkers's controversial
masterpiece comes alive in a new translation. Upon its original
publication in 1969, Turkish Delight was a sensation and a scandal. Its
graphic language and explicit sex scenes had an explosive effect, but
just as revolutionary was its frank, colloquial style. The more
straightlaced critics condemned the book, but readers saw a novel
that reflected the way that they spoke, thought, and felt. Turkish
Delight opens with a screed: a sculptor in his studio, raging against
the love he lost and describing, in gory detail, the state of his life
since she left him. Our narrator alternates between the story of his
relationship with Olga—its passion and affection, but also its
obsessiveness and abuse—and the dark days that followed, as he
attempts to recapture what they had when they lived together,
“happy as beasts.” The two only reunite during Olga’s inexorable and
tragic decline into cancer—the chemo having taken her hair and
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rotted her teeth, she will only eat the soft, sweet Turkish Delight that
her ex-lover brings to her bedside. In a new translation by Sam
Garrett (Herman Koch’s The Dinner), readers get a sense of Wolkers’s
revolutionary style and musical prose, Turkish Delight’s particular
balance of naked impulse and profound longing. Tin House Books
gratefully acknowledges the support of the Dutch Foundation for
Literature, whose generous subsidy made this new translation
possible.
Fruit of the Lemon
The Fruit of the Tree
A Mostly Rhyming Fruit Book
Wild Fruit
The Fruit Bowl
Escape with a spurned romance writer and fantasist into an outrageous tropical
burlesque, where a cast of metaphorical fruits dares you to surrender to an
allegory with deeper resonances. The reward is an unexpectedly sober discovery
about the creative act of finding and keeping love.
Fruits Juices is the first and only comprehensive resource to look at the full
scope of fruit juices from a scientific perspective. The book focuses not only on
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the traditional ways to extract and preserve juices, but also the latest novel
processes that can be exploited industrially, how concentrations of key
components alter the product, and methods for analysis for both safety and
consumer acceptability. Written by a team of global experts, this book provides
important insights for professionals in industrial and academic research as well
as in production facilities. Presents fruit juice from extraction to shelf-life in a
single resource volume Includes quantitative as well as qualitative insights
Provides translatable information from one fruit to another
What do you get when you cross the Virgin Mary with Brooke Shields, add a
trash-talking beauty queen wannabe and throw in a couple of talking nipples?
One of the most laugh-out-loud books you'll read all year. Peter Paddington is 13,
overweight, the subject of his classmates' ridicule, and the victim of too many
bad movie-of-the-week storylines. When Peter's nipples begin speaking to him
one day and inform him of their diabolical plan to expose his secret desires to
the world, Peter finds himself cornered in a world that seems to have no
tolerance for difference. Peter's only solace is "The Bedtime Movies" -- perfectworld fantasies that lull him to sleep every night. But when the lines between
Peter's fantasy world and his reality begin to blur, no one is safe from the depths
of Peter's imagination -- especially Peter himself.
A hilarious, mostly-rhyming picture book about a banana and narrator who can't
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quite agree on what their book is about. Perfect for fans of Mo Willems' We Are in
a Book and Adam Rex's Nothing Rhymes With Orange! "Mo Willems fans will
give this book one, two, three, four, five stars!" --Parents "Tillotson's rib-tickling
debut is not to be missed!"--Kirkus When a narrator starts filling this story with
fruit, Banana can’t wait to step into the spotlight. The book is called Counting to
Bananas, after all. But as more and more fruits (and non-fruits) are added to the
story, Banana objects. When will it be time for bananas?! With laugh-out-loud
text from debut author Carrie Tillotson and brought to life by illustrator Estrela
Lourenço this is the story of a banana and narrator who have very strong
opinions about what should (and should not!) be in this book. The perfect next
read for fans of Jory John and Pete Oswald's The Bad Seed series! Praise for
Counting to Bananas: "In the tradition of Mac Barnett’s Count the Monkeys,
Tillotson’s rib-tickling debut is not to be missed . . . Lourenço’s digitally created
illustrations of cartoon fruit with faces and expressive animals are bright,
dynamic, and foolish. Fruity fun for everyone." --Kirkus
Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit
Fruit
Extraction, Composition, Quality and Analysis
"A comprehensive and entertaining historical and botanical review, providing an
enjoyable and cognitive read.”—Nature The foods we eat have a deep and often
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surprising past. From almonds and apples to tea and rice, many foods that we
consume today have histories that can be traced out of prehistoric Central Asia along
the tracks of the Silk Road to kitchens in Europe, America, China, and elsewhere in
East Asia. The exchange of goods, ideas, cultural practices, and genes along these
ancient routes extends back five thousand years, and organized trade along the Silk
Road dates to at least Han Dynasty China in the second century BC. Balancing a
broad array of archaeological, botanical, and historical evidence, Fruit from the
Sands presents the fascinating story of the origins and spread of agriculture across
Inner Asia and into Europe and East Asia. Through the preserved remains of plants
found in archaeological sites, Robert N. Spengler III identifies the regions where our
most familiar crops were domesticated and follows their routes as people carried
them around the world. With vivid examples, Fruit from the Sands explores how the
foods we eat have shaped the course of human history and transformed cuisines all
over the globe.
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